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Natural gene flow often delivers alleles from cultivated species into unmanaged

populations of weedy or wild relatives. Unmanaged populations with introgressed

crop alleles may become the unintended repositories of crop alleles that are no

longer available to breeders. Descriptive studies have confirmed the introgression of

alleles from 17 crop species into free-living populations. Multigeneration experimen-

tal studies allowing hybrid-derived individuals to evolve under natural conditions are

informative, but remain few. A study in this issue of Molecular Ecology (Molecular

Ecology, 26, 2017) documents genomewide crop allele evolution in experimental

populations of crop-wild hybrid-derived sunflowers. Approximately, three-quarters

of the wild alleles increased in frequency;—however, 5% of the crop alleles in each

of the two sites increased (Molecular Ecology, 26, 2017; Figure 1). The remainder

behaved as if they were neutral. This study’s results plus those of prior studies

demonstrate that introgressed populations of crop-wild relatives contain a mixture

of wild and crop alleles and thereby can be valued as a distinct kind of in situ germ-

plasm resource relative to nonintrogressed populations.
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Spontaneous introgression from cultivated species into unmanaged

populations of weedy or wild relatives can have interesting

consequences (Ellstrand, 2003a). Certain hybrid-derived weeds have

become more difficult to control, in one case disrupting a regional

economy (Merotto et al., 2016). Crop gene flow has played a role in

the extinction of at least one wild taxon (Kiang, Antonovics, & Wu,

1979). Transgene flow from cultivated species into free-living popu-

lations of Agrostis, Brassica and Gossypium has generated attention

from the popular media (Ellstrand, 2012).

Crop-wild trysts may have beneficial effects. One liaison led to bread

wheat’s evolution (Feldman, Lupton, & Miller, 1995). Also unmanaged

populations that have received crop alleles via recurrent gene flow for

decades (e.g., Linder, Taha, Seiler, Snow, & Rieseberg, 1998) may become

unintended repositories of crop alleles that are unavailable in ex situ

germplasm collections. Those populations could be mined for useful his-

toric alleles (“heirloom alleles”) for crop improvement (Ellstrand, 2003b).

Their utility depends on which crop alleles persist after immigration, how

many persist and whether they are useful.

Population genetic theory has straightforward general predictions

for the evolutionary impact of recurrent, unilateral gene flow from a

source to a sink (Table 4.2, Ellstrand, 2003a). If immigrant crop alle-

les are neutral in unmanaged populations, their frequency in the sink

should evolve to match that of the source. If detrimental, they are

maintained in selection–migration equilibrium. Advantageous alleles

should eventually come to fixation as gene flow and selection work

together. Close linkage with alleles at other genes under strong posi-

tive or negative selection influences the fate of neutral or weakly

selected immigrant alleles accordingly.

Descriptive studies have confirmed the introgression of alleles

from at least 17 crop species into free-living populations (Ellstrand

et al., 2013). Most of these studies are based on a handful of mar-

ker loci; thus, whether those genes are representative of the gen-

ome is unclear (but see Hufford et al., 2013). Likewise, without

considerable genomic information and analysis, a descriptive study

cannot determine the processes by which introgressed alleles have

persisted.
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Multigeneration experiments that allow hybrid-derived individuals

to evolve under natural conditions can measure changes in crop-spe-

cific allele frequencies over time. Surprisingly, such studies remain

exceedingly few. Snow et al. (2010) monitored crop allele evolution in

four natural, self-seeding, annual populations initiated with hybrids

between cultivated radish, Raphanus sativus, and the wild species

R. raphanistrum. Despite variation between the three loci monitored

and locus-by-population variation, two of the three crop-specific alle-

les showed a more-or-less consistent decline. Nonetheless, all three

alleles remained present after 10 years at all four experimental sites.

Hooftman et al. (2011) were the first to take a genomewide

experimental approach. They started by hybridizing the highly selfing

annual weed Lactuca serriola with a lettuce (L. sativa) cultivar. After a

bout of self-fertilization, the resulting seedlings were backcrossed to

the weed. The resulting lineage was grown at three locations simu-

lating the typical habitat of L. serriola. Plants were allowed to self

through two generations in the field. The frequencies of more than

200 molecular markers were monitored. The most striking result was

the evolution of increased linkage disequilibrium involving blocks of

wild alleles and blocks of cultivar-specific alleles in all locations. Nei-

ther crop nor wild alleles were significantly favoured.

Corbi, Baack, Dechaine, Seiler, & Burke (2017) take the next

step, studying crop allele evolution in a highly outcrossing species.

They started with 169 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from

a single hybrid individual from a cross between a wild sunflower and

an oilseed cultivar (both Helianthus annuus). The development of the

RILs by 6–8 generations of self-pollination after the F3 generation

reduced initial linkage disequilibrium present in the original hybrid.

The experiment involved two generations of open pollination in two

locations that were ecologically and geographically disparate but sim-

ulated wild sunflower habitat. They measured allele frequency

changes for a genomewide collection of hundreds of SNPs.

The results are approximately the same for both sites and strik-

ing for so few generations (Corbi et al., 2017; Figure 1). Only about

8% of the crop alleles significantly increased in frequency in at least

one location (about 5% for each site). About 20% of the SNP loci

exhibited changes consistent with drift. The wild allele increased

frequency for about three-fourths of the loci. An accompanying

common garden study showed the evolution of an increasingly wild

phenotype in the experimental plants.

What do Corbi et al. (2017) and previous studies tell us about crop

allele introgression into wild genomes under natural conditions, especially

with regard to enhancing their germplasm value? Overall, alleles associ-

ated with domestication traits are strongly disadvantageous. Descriptive

studies have largely shown the same trend (e.g., Hufford et al., 2013),

and, in the few cases where such alleles are known to be maintained in

free-living populations, their detrimental phenotypes are ameliorated by

the evolution of de-domestication phenotypes at other loci (e.g., Xia, Xia,

Ellstrand, Yang, & Lu, 2011). Generally, we expect deleterious alleles to

go extinct in the wild or be maintained at low frequency in selection–mi-

gration equilibrium. The absence of domestication alleles in an intro-

gressed wild population is hardly a germplasm problem because they are

traits that breeders would never need for crop improvement.

Crop-specific alleles not associated with domestication traits or

enhancing domestication traits are less likely to be strongly disad-

vantageous under natural conditions. These remaining alleles could

range from disadvantageous to neutral to highly advantageous. But

crop alleles that significantly increase in frequency in experimental

sites mimicking the typical wild/weedy habitat are paradoxical. Why

are they present in a crop cultivar but absent from the modern ver-

sion of the crop’s wild progenitor?

Corbi et al. (2017) venture a few guesses. The first is that the con-

temporary cultivated sunflower has an improvement history that

involves introgression from Helianthus species other than its progenitor.

They might hold alleles not present in the progenitor. The second is that

the hybrids’ wild parent was native to Nebraska and distant from the

experimental sites (North Dakota and Iowa). Certain Nebraska alleles

might be maladaptive in the other locations. Their final hypothesis is that

“some increases in the crop allele are due to beneficial mutations that

occurred following sunflower domestication” (Corbi et al., 2017). Note,

“following sunflower domestication” could be as recent as a decade ago

or as long as thousands of years ago. All the suggestions are reasonable;

each could apply separately or in combination with the many favoured

crop alleles discovered in the study. The first and last identify avenues

for the independent evolution of alleles in a crop that would do well in,

but are absent from, wild populations.

The study at hand reveals that a single individual of a single sun-

flower cultivar has alleles at hundreds of loci that are advantageous in

the wild and, following spontaneous hybridization, should increase in

frequency. Three times as many crop-specific alleles appear to be more-

or-less neutral. If neutral alleles enter the wild population via a single

bout of gene flow, their chance of fixation is equal to their initial fre-

quency in the recipient population, but under long-term recurrent unilat-

eral gene flow, they should evolve to match their frequency in the

source population. For wild sunflower in North America, gene flow from

the domesticated to wild populations is recurrent, but intermittent (“oc-

casional” . . . or “frequent . . . but not constant”, J. M. Burke, personal

communication, July 16, 2017). Gene flow from multiple individuals of a

single cultivar should provide more advantageous alleles and a succes-

sion of cultivars over decades even more so.

F IGURE 1 A lone wild sunflower in the foreground. A field of
thousands of cultivated sunflowers in the background
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If Corbi et al. (2017) and other genomewide studies are represen-

tative, given some genetic differentiation between a crop and a wild

relative, the occasional receipt of crop alleles via gene flow should

create introgressed populations that are repositories of a sizeable

number and variety of crop alleles. The North American industrial oil-

seed sunflower production began to bloom almost 100 years ago (J.

M. Burke, personal communication, July 16, 2017). If some of the

gene-flow events occurred 100 or even 50 years ago, introgressed

wild populations should hold alleles absent in contemporary cultivars,

lost via selection and/or drift as those cultivars evolved. Furthermore,

because the cultivated range of sunflower has shifted over time,

some introgressed wild populations that hold older crop alleles do so

without the threat of dilution of “modern” alleles emanating out of

contemporary plantations (J. M. Burke, personal communication).

Wild and weedy populations adjacent to cultivated relatives typi-

cally have higher levels of genetic diversity than those that are distant

(Table 9.1, Ellstrand, 2003a). Gene flow from the crop accounts for

that difference. While current immigration might act to dilute the con-

tributions of past immigration, long-term weed soil seed banks buffer

the influences of contemporary evolutionary events in the standing

population, particularly for annuals (e.g., Templeton & Levin, 1979).

Wild populations introgressed with historic, “lost” crop alleles are

a different and perhaps more valuable in situ germplasm source for

crop improvement compared to those without introgressed alleles.

Here are a few possible reasons: the crop alleles present are robust,

having persisted in a more rugged environment than under cultiva-

tion (That may not hold for weeds that must grow under cultivated

conditions, for example, certain weedy rice populations). Crop-intro-

gressed populations should be easier to cross. Finally, progress dur-

ing backcrossing should be easier because the introgressed genome

already has a substantial fraction of the crop genome (for Corbi et al.

(2017) about 20%). At the very least, wild or weedy populations

introgressed with crop alleles offer a different kind of in situ germ-

plasm resource compared to those that are not introgressed.

Testing such speculation requires further research. Sunflower is

one of few ideal systems. Interestingly, a high-quality reference gen-

ome for Helianthus annuus was published while I was writing this

article (Badouin et al., 2017). The availability of that resource makes

the prospects for continued research especially sunny.
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